APPLICATION FOR INVITING OF NEW PROJECTS PROPOSALS
FOR FACULTY MEMBERS AND STUDENTS

Dear Faculty member;

Design Innovation Centre BHU is inviting projects from faculty members of Banaras Hindu University. The main motive of DIC is to flourish the culture of Design and Innovation, the goal for same is to be realized through design and innovation orientated projects in the area of one’s expertise related to Design and Innovation. With this motive the project proposal are invited by DIC. Depending upon the scale of projects and fund needed, DIC BHU will be providing support to the each projects for students upto Rs.2.00 lakh and for Faculty upto Rs. 3.00 lakh.

DIC BHU will provide support and fund to the Project proposals that are expected to deliver prototype and product as outcomes and will converted in IPR to Industry Model- duration 3, 6 and 9 months (DIC BHU will not consider any study, long research based and theoretical projects). Fund will be allotted only to prototype and product realization (not for major equipment) with IPR and Industry relation support. The individual or group proposal can be submitted latest by 30th June 2018 in the format enclosed herewith. The projects have to be submitted in both soft as well as hard format dully forwarded by Head of the Department/School. In case of any query you can send an email on diciitbhu@gmail.com and for more information you may visit www.diciitbhu.com

Manish Arora, Ph.D.
Raman Post Doctoral Fellow (USA)
Assistant Professor
Coordinator - Design Innovation Centre (BHU)
**Design Innovation Centre-BHU**

**Invitation for Innovative Project for Faculty Members/Students**

1. **Title of the Project:** .................................................................

2. **Type of Project:** .................................................................

3. **Key Idea of project:** ...............................................................

4. **Name of faculty member(s):** ................................................

/student(s) and staff(s) .................................................................

5. **Email and Phone Number:** ..................................................

6. **Department(s)/schools(s):** ....................................................

7. **Brief description of the project:** ...........................................

   - **Note:** (4-5 lines, specify expected work from each student if more than 1 student is involved, the students may be from different department/schools)

8. **Financial requirements:** ......................................................

   (Statement/justification with supporting documents)

9. **Deliverable:** .................................................................

   (Prototype with proper documentation)

10. **Period of the project:** .........................................................

   (For students 3-6 months and for teacher 3-9 months)

11. **Other relevant information:** ................................................

---

**Applicant (signature)  Concern Teacher  Director/Dean/HOD/Principal/Coordinator**

---

(For official use)

Comments on the project proposal

Project Proposal Number allotted (to filled by DIC)

**Note:** Please Attached separate sheet for each points